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INTRODUCTION

� Implementing linguistic knowledge on computers has posed 

numerous challenges to scientists and linguists, due to the 

dynamic nature of natural languages

� Languages evolve and diversify over time, borrow words 

from other languages

� All language has some element of uniqueness

� Some are resource-rich while others are resource-limited

� NLP approaches have emerged to cope with these 

challenges . The problems associated with NLP relate to

� generation and understanding of linguistic features of 

the processed language, i.e., the ability to model for 

instance morphology (the structure of words).



INTRODUCTION

� Speech processing is becoming increasingly 
common in the world today. Speech resources 
benefit four categories of experts. These 
categories are:
� Core tools and data: for speech scientists, phoneticians 
and phonologists.

� Training and test data: for speech recognition and 
synthesis researchers

� Corpora and corpora processing tools: for researchers 
working on dialog systems

� Corpora from spoken domain: computational linguists 
working with text.



INTRODUCTION

� The by-products from these categories (for 

instance e-dictionaries, translation systems, 

etc.) are useful to everyone else, most 

especially the language communities. 

Otherwise, the fairness of such resources is 

questionable.

� Fairness enhances efficiency and longetivity of 

such language products



IBIBIO (ISO: 639-3, ETHNOLOGUE IBB)

� Tone language

� Spoken by approx. 

4,000,000 speakers

� In Akwa Ibom State

� Southeast coastal 

region of Nigeria

� West Africa

� From the (new) Benue

Congo language family

ekpo

ekpe

abang



NSIBIDI WRITING SYSTEM
� NsibidiNsibidiNsibidiNsibidi (also known as nsibirinsibirinsibirinsibiri, nchibiddinchibiddinchibiddinchibiddi or nchibiddynchibiddynchibiddynchibiddy ) is a system of 

symbols indigenous to what is now southeastern Nigeria

� that is apparently ideographic, though there have been suggestions that it 

includes logographic elements

� The symbols are at least several centuries old: Early forms appeared on 

excavated pottery as well as what are most likely ceramic stools and 

headrests 

� from the Calabar region, with a range of dates from between 400 and 1400 

CE



IBIBIO SPEECH SOUNDS



IBIBIO LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
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SOME USEFUL BY-PRODUCTS

� (1) Nwed usem Ibibio 

(Ibibio Dictionary) –

approved for primary 

and secondary 

schools in Akwa Ibom

State



SOME USEFUL BY-PRODUCTS

� (2) The 

Medefaidrin

talking dictionary



SOME USEFUL BY-PRODUCTS

� (3) First (HMM-Based) - statistical  parametric 

speech synthesis system for Ibibio

� Front-end modules/scripts

�Generic and replicable for other Nigerian languages

�Useful for context dependent modelling of tone and 

prosody



SOME USEFUL BY-PRODUCTS

� Important front-end components

� Phoneme inventory table definition

� Syllable table definition

� HRG generation/utterance syllabification

� Generation of tone-tagged equivalent of syllabified corpus

� Running the associated scripts for label files,  HTS labels for 

prosody/tone features addition



SOME USEFUL BY-PRODUCTS

� The syllable FST



THE UNIFIED MODEL

� A client-server model that will permit interoperability of 

linguistics resources

� The server side has a database of heterogeneous resources and 

interoperability mapping tools. 

� The clients on the other hand interface the server through 

applications mapping. 

� The proposed model is generic and will encourage collaboration, 

content exchange and management of resources. 

� It will also enforce adherence to standards and agreeable 

formats.

� The clients are plug-and-plays to the server and details behind 

the generic interface are made transparent to the clients.



THE UNIFIED MODEL



� Thank you


